Track your equipment.
Track your success.
Welcome to TrackClean—proven asset management
technology designed to take the guesswork out of your
cleaning operations and processes. Gone are the days of
wondering if your business is optimized to deliver the best
results. TrackClean gives you 24/7 access to equipment data
in operations. That means you know exactly what’s happening,
when it’s happening, and where it’s happening—with every
connected machine—so you can monitor, verify and improve
your operational effectiveness.

Let your fleet do the talking.
With TrackClean, you don’t just receive data about equipment efficiency
and effectiveness. You also have the ability to prepare customizable
performance and productivity reports that help verify that cleaning tasks
are completed on time, every time.

Set a standard of total cleaning accountability.
With the optional Operator ID functionality, TrackClean provides precise
details on who is using each machine and how effectively they are
completing cleaning tasks. This ensures a high level of performance
accountability and allows you to maximize the resources within your
operation. In addition, TrackClean also provides early notification of issues
and optional emergency call capabilities, so service managers can mitigate
costly repairs and downtime.
Stop assuming your cleaning business is optimized. Know it with TrackClean.
Visit http://www.advance-us.com/solutions/trackclean.aspx or call 800-486-8830.
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Total control means
total peace of mind.
With the TrackClean Central Management System,
no matter the size of your cleaning equipment fleet,
you can leverage the power of cloud-based data
reporting in real time to optimize your resources and
productivity. That results in more cleaning time, more
facilities cleaned, and more satisfied customers, and
that’s why TrackClean doesn’t just track your
equipment—it tracks your success.
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